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is an experiential 
innovation, invention and entrepreneurship program that is open to faculty, staff, students 
and alumni.  We offer intensive coaching on ideation and venture creation, and help move 
concepts to commercialization.  We are the connector to an innovation ecosystem that brings 
together entrepreneurs, researchers, industry experts, and technical service providers from 
across campus, and around the world. We facilitate connections to regional, national and 
global resources, investors, and venture leaders, in order to share best practices, engage with 
subject matter experts, and help find strategic partners.  For those ventures seeking early stage 
investment, we can help that process through our strategic roadmap.

While not all participants commercialize their ideas, LaunchPad members learn how to 
think more creatively and strategically. They learn to identify opportunities, solve problems, 
build teams, engage in discovery and iteration, scope out and manage complex projects with 
milestones, develop financial models, and pitch their ideas. This makes them more competitive 
in the marketplace, better equipped to navigate change, and effective global business and civic 
leaders in an entrepreneurial world.

THE BLACKSTONE LAUNCHPAD

FOLLOW OUR 

ROADMAP



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

TOOLKIT PART ONE: 

LET’S LEARN 
THE PROCESS 
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FROM IDEA TO 

LAUNCH

 Take classes in ideation and entrepreneurship
 Attend innovation events
 Become a member of the Blackstone LaunchPad, 

                or other campus programs

 Identify a problem
 Think about solutions
 Flesh out your ideas
 Test your assumptions
 Get feedback from research and customer discovery
 Learn how to create a business canvas model

 Do focused primary and secondary research
 Build a team with the skill sets you need
 Find mentors and advisors with 
        outside expertise
 Explore your patent strategy
 Develop your business canvas model into 
        a more robust plan
 Develop your MVP

FIRST 
EXPLORE

THEN 
TEST

GO 
BUILD

 Join E-clubs and go to meet-ups
 Read and learn about the startup process
 Enroll in programs like Invent @SU 
       Invention Accelerator

 Do some rapid design and use a feedback loop 
        to improve your idea
 Test out a “lean startup” approach to decide 
         if your idea is viable and feasible
 Strategize the best path forward
 Make a go or no-go decision

 Get feedback, iterate, and test
 Create a funding strategy with milestones
 Compete in pitch fests and competitions
        and raise early stage funds
 Build your professional team with legal, 
        accounting, insurance, and finance expertise
 Find strategic partners to help you get to market
 Launch and build capacity to scale
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CONCEPT TO COMMERCIALIZATION

PLANNING CANVAS
      Begin your journey one step at a time with these building blocks:

  Problem identification and validation
  Market opportunity analysis and 

  customer discovery
  Solution (product, service or technology 

  Competitive landscape and unique value 
proposition

  Intellectual property protection
  Product development roadmap
  Business development roadmap

  Business model (revenue and cost    
drivers/sources and uses of funds/

path to market/sales channels)
  Traction / key milestones  / KPIs /  

funding required to achieve them
  Creating three year pro-formas 

with a breakeven analysis
  Team building / mentors and advisors
  Compelling case to investors or partners

This Toolkit packs in a great deal of information about the startup journey.  
It is written to be utilized in small steps, as you move along the path from 
concept to commercialization.  Each segment is a two to four page 
worksheet that will prompt questions, and give you insights on various 
aspects of launching a venture.  Overall, the Toolit provides a good roadmap 
for turning an idea into a product and business development roadmap. 

Take your time working through these steps.  Come back to the Toolkit and 
review it often.  Use it as a refresher if you are working through issues, and 
need to re-frame them in a larger context.  Jump ahead and see what it takes 
to become investment ready.  This will help you see where you are headed.

These are the topics covered in the Toolkit.  Have a great journey to launch!
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GETTING STARTED ON 

YOUR STARTUP
There is no simple straight path to launching a startup.  It is a process of 

discovery and iteration at every step along the way,  and  a road that can take 
you through unexpected turns. Keep your sights fixed, and your hands on the 
wheel, and you'll get to your destination.  If you have the drive and tenacity to 
seriously embark on this journey, the worksheets in this Toolkit can help you 

create your own roadmap.  This introductory checklist will help you think 
about the key steps, as well as signposts along the road from idea to launch.
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IS THIS REALLY A PROBLEM THAT NEEDS TO BE SOLVED? 
Is this a problem worth solving?  Who else besides you cares? Have you jumped to creating a 
solution without really understanding the problem? Start by doing very earnest customer discovery.

DOES YOUR SOLUTION MAKE SENSE?  BE BRUTALLY HONEST. 
Have you tested all the assumptions behind  the solution you are contemplating? Do you really know there 
is a market for this?  Do you know that customers be willing to pay for it? Could you make with this idea to 
pay yourself and others a salary? Can it create enough revenue to cover all the carrying costs, and also make 
a good living for employees and their families who will be depending on you?

WORK ON YOUR BUSINESS CANVAS.

This is a visual template to describe your business model. It includes:
  Infrastructure
  Key activities
  Key resources
  Partner network (buyer-supplier relationships, joint ventures, strategic alliances)
  Offering
  Value Proposition – Is it quantitative or qualitative?
  Customers
  Segments
  Niche markets
  Finances
  Cost structure
  Cost driven or value driven? Premium or bargain model?
  Revenue streams

WRITE A ONE-PAGE BUSINESS SUMMARY.  
This will force you to think about your business details.

CREATE A NAME AND PROTECT YOUR BRAND.  
Conduct a trademark search, and a domain, website and URL search to be sure they are available.  While a 
federal trademark is not necessary, it does confer benefits.  You don’t want to establish a brand, only to 
find out that it has been taken, or that it will  be costly or impossible to buy back the domain name or URL.
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CONSIDER REGISTERING A “DOING BUSINESS AS” DBA. 
Do this after you have done a corporate name search.  While not a legal structure, it shows your intent to 
build a business. It is simple and inexpensive, and establishes your brand before you legally incorporate.

START BUILDING YOUR BUSINESS MODEL.
While you are doing primary and secondary research, start work on your business model.  You'll find 
this covered in great detail later in the Toolkit.  Iterate based on what you learn through research.

START BUILDING A TEAM. 
Agree on goals. Discuss roles.  What skills will team members contribute? How will you fill skill gaps?  How 
will decisions be made?  Don't give away equity too early, or you will create problems down the road.

BUILD AN ADVISORY NETWORK. 
This is not a legal board, but people with the subject matter expertise, industry skill sets, and experience you 
need to create your venture.  Invite them to become advisors and mentors.  Use them wisely.

GET PROFESSIONAL HELP. 
Take advantage of pro bono attorneys and CPAs who are willing to advise student startups. Visit the 
business research librarian.  Take advantage of LaunchPad office hours by scheduling: launchpad@syr.edu

THINK ABOUT IF YOUR IDEA NEEDS PROTECTION.  
Do you need a patent to protect your intellectual property? Do you need to copyright your work?  
Trademark your brand name, logo symbol, and tagline?  Or protect confidential business information 
through a trade secret?  Start by doing a patent search of what is out there to be sure you are not 
infringing on another business, and to help establish that you are unique. The LaunchPad has access to 
IP databases to get you started.  Consult with an attorney who specializes in IP to determine if have 
something worth protecting. Visit the SU Innovation Law Center for advice and insight. 

BE CAREFUL OF HOW MUCH YOU DISCLOSE TOO EARLY. 
Don't reveal too much, soon, before figuring out if you need to protect your idea.  When you start pitching, 
be judicious about how much you disclose.  Ask your attorney for a mutual NDA agreement so you’ll have 
one, if needed.  Otherwise, use common sense and caution.  Talk about “what” you are doing, but the not 
the “secret sauce” of “how” are doing it.
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COMPETE AT EVENTS AND START PITCHING YOUR IDEA. 
Business plan competitions can help raise some early non-dilutive funding.  Work with the Blackstone 
LaunchPad to learn how to identify your real value proposition, and how to craft a compelling pitch.  
There is an art and science to this.  Practice it.  Then, start pitching.  Iterate with feedback from judges.

LEARN ABOUT FORMING A LEGAL ENTITY . 
When you are ready to start raising capital, or closing first sales, think about forming a legal entity.  What 
kind is right for you? Sole Proprietorship, Partnership, LLC, LLP, C-Corp, or S-Corp. B-Corp or 
Nonprofit? Engage a paid attorney and accountant.  Do not make this decision yourself, and do not 
attempt to do DIY legal by downloading boilerplate templates and filing on line.  Work with professionals.

DRAFT INTERNAL DOCUMENTS FOR THE BUSINESS. 
Get professional help with founders agreements, operating agreements, policies and contractual agreements.

OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT AND OBTAIN AN EIN. 
This is your company’s “Social Security number.”  You will need an EIN for tax filings. It will also be 
required for opening business checking accounts and establishing accounts with vendors.

UNDERSTAND STATE AND LOCAL TAXES 
Learn when you need to buy workers compensation, unemployment and disability insurance, and 
when to buy a general business/commercial liability policy.  Plan ahead for taxes, and know when they 
are due so you avoid penalties.  Learn if you need to collect sales tax, and how to report it.

SET UP OPERATIONS, INCLUDING BOOKEEPING, PAYROLL AND HR FUNCTIONS. 
Establish proper accounting procedures. Learn what GAAP is. Get a business credit card.  Hire someone 
to set up bookkeeping, payroll, and other back-end office functions.  Many accounting firms will do this 
for startups.  Be sure you are keeping business expenses separate from personal expenses.  Save receipts.

LEARN ABOUT BUSINESS LICENSING AND PERMIT REQUIREMENTS. 
If you are operating in a regulatory environment, understand potential business licensing and permit 
requirements.  If you are in a highly regulated health or safety sector, understand what is required for FDA 
compliance, independent third-party testing and certification (UL or ETL, etc.) or other consumer product 
safety regulations.  If you are developing software, understand privacy and cyber-security requirements.  
Hire a consultant, if needed, to help you navigate complex regulatory environments.
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FOCUS ON WHAT YOU WILL NEED FOR STARTUP CAPITAL. 
Plan out projected expenses and revenue for three years.  Understand when you expect to hit sales, and hope 
to break even.  What will your cash “burn” rate look like so you stay solvent?  Create a funding roadmap, 
with sources and uses – all tied to key product development and sales milestones.  Review this frequently.

KNOW YOUR COST STRUCTURE. 
Get real price quotes.  Don’t guess. Build a trusted supply chain and work with reputable partners.  

GET READY TO SELL BY DEVELOPING YOUR BRAND IDENTITY. 
Create a web and social media presence. Create social media profiles.  Create a landing page.  
Develop some simple business collateral materials.  Write blog posts.  Establish yourself as a presence 
in the space you are looking to enter.  Build audience interest that will lead to customer demand.

DEVELOP AND SECURE YOUR IT PLATFORM. 
If you are selling directly on line to consumers, investigate the best platforms to assure efficiency, as well 
as  reliability and security.  Think about how you will handle logistics and customer service as you scale.

UNDERSTAND  PURCHASING DECISIONS.  
If you are selling wholesale or retail, learn who makes decisions and what factors go into those decisions.  
What are margins for each channel?   If you are selling through a dealer or distributor, understand how that 
pricing structure typically works in your industry.  Identify trusted partners who share your values.

DEVELOP A DETAILED MARKETING AND SALES PLAN. 
You and “what army” will bring this to market?  Where?  How?  Through what channels?  Identify a few 
first beta users, and get your first MVP out.  Iterate from customer feedback.  Develop a detailed sales plan.

THINK ABOUT INVESTORS. 
With those first key customers, get serious about attracting investors to help you launch and scale.  
Understand what you need to be considered “investment ready.”  You'll find a very handy "investor ready" 
checklist later in this Toolkit, along with components that go into preparing a successful investor pitch.  
Connecting with investors is all about building relationships, so approach funders with the same kind of 
discovery and research process you are putting into customer development.  Finding a good fit takes time.
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CHASE SALES. 

Sales are always the most capital efficient way to grow.  Sell and scale.  Be ready to grow your team 
and add capacity if your idea blows up, and there is consumer demand.

• Target markets and customer segmentation -- particularly TAM , SAM and SOM:
TAM is Total Addressable Market;
SAM is Serviceable Addressable Market, the segment of the TAM targeted by your products or
services, and which is within your geographical reach;
SOM is Serviceable Obtainable Market is the portion of the SAM you can capture.

• Buying personas and influences.
• Channel strategy:  Direct vs. indirect; Digital vs. brick and mortar; B2B, B2G and B2C
• Complex enterprise sales solution vs. simple transactional sales.
• Custom packages vs. pre-packaged products and services.
• Unit cost, margins and pricing strategy.
• Sales cycles.
• Cost of customer acquisition, conversion rates and retention rates.

BE READY TO RE-TRENCH AND RE-THINK WHEN YOU DISCOVER SOMETHING ISN’T WORKING.

It’s a journey.  You will take detours and wrong turns.  Sometimes you’ll need to take a short rest stop.  
You will hit road bumps.  It’s okay.  Keep your hands on the wheel, and stay focused on the road ahead.

MOST IMPORTANT: YOU’LL GET THERE.

Really.

HERE ARE SOME ESSENTIAL SALES TERMS 
YOU SHOULD BECOME FAMILIAR WITH:



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

TOOLKIT PART TWO: 

LET’S GET 
ORGANIZED 
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BUSINESS MODEL 

CANVAS
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*Credit to: Strategyzer – designed and developed under Creative Commons

BUSINESS MODEL 

CANVAS DESIGNED BY

DESIGNED FOR

DATE / /

VERSION

KEY 
PARTNERS  

KEY ACTIVITIES  VALUE 
PROPOSITIONS

CUSTOMER 
RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER 
SEGMENTS

KEY RESOURCES  CHANNELS  

COST STRUCTURE  REVENUE STREAMS 

The Business Model Canvas (BMC) was developed by Swiss business 
management theorist Alexander Osterwalder and Belgian computer scientist 
Yves Pigneur in 2008 based on research on “Business Model Ontology.”  The 
model has been adopted by other theorists as a template to help a venture turn 
an idea to a basic business model.  It can be a helpful exercise to visually design, 
describe, or pivot a venture. With its nine building blocks, the BMC can help a 
startup focus on the big picture. The Value Proposition Canvas “zooms in” on 

two of those building blocks, according to its authors. 

“The tools work best in combination. One does not replace the other.” - Osterwalder.
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VALUE PROPOSITION 

CANVAS
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*Credit to: Strategyzer – designed and developed under Creative Commons

VALUE PROPOSITION 

CANVAS

PRODUCTS 
AND SERVICES

GAIN CREATORS

PAIN RELIEVERS

GAINS

PAINS

CUSTOMER 
JOB(S)

DESIGNED BY

DESIGNED FOR

DATE / /

VERSION

VALUE PROPOSITION CUSTOMER SEGMENT

Value Proposition Canvas (VPC) was developed by Alexander Osterwalder, 
Yves Pigneur and Alan Smith to help a venture understand how to develop 

products that customers want.  “I’m a big fan of the Lean Startup movement,” 
says Osterwalder, “and love the underlying principle of testing, learning, and 

pivoting by experimenting with the most basic product prototypes imaginable 
- so-called Minimal Viable Products (MVP) – during the search for product-

market fit. It helps companies avoid building stuff that customers don’t want.”
The  Yet, there is no underlying conceptual tool that accompanies this process.

The VPC is their model to design, test and build a value proposition to 
customers in a structured and through way.
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CUSTOMER INTERVIEW 

WORKSHEET

BEGIN ASKING 
QUESTIONS

CUSTOMER'S NAME:  

CUSTOMER'S RELATIONSHIP: 

CONTACT DETAILS:                     

CUSTOMER # OF              

OTHER:

QUESTION ONE:

RESPONSE:

QUESTION TWO:

RESPONSE:

QUESTION THREE:

RESPONSE:
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YOUR 
DEBRIEF AND ANALYSIS

QUESTION FOUR:

RESPONSE:

QUESTION FIVE:

RESPONSE:
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BUSINESS 

RESEARCH TIPS:
RESEARCH YOUR 
INDUSTRY:

IDENTIFY INDUSTRY CODES (NAICS & SIC) FOR REPORTS AND FINANCIALS:
  If looking for industry reports, use the codes here

   Business Insights: Essentials
  IBISWorld
  Mergent Intellect (First Research module)

  If looking for industry financials, use the codes here
   Bizminer
  Mergent Intellect (Key Business Ratios module)

EXPLORE INDUSTRY DATA AND REPORTS PROVIDED BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT:
  Bureau of Economic Analysis

  BEA Industry Facts page
  Data by Topic page

  Small Business Administration:
  Market research and competitive analysis page
  Office of Advocacy Research and Statistics page

  United States Census Bureau
  American FactFinder (main portal to United States Census data)
  Business & Industry page

IDENTIFY AND CONNECT WITH INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS:
  Identify relevant industry associations with businessresearch databases, such as

  Business Insights: Essentials
  Mergent Intellect (First Research module)
  Plunkett Research Online

  Browse industry websites and social media to find relevant industry statistics, reports, and insights
  Join a reputable industry association if the benefits of membership would help your business goal
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RESEARCH YOUR 
POTENTIAL COMPETITORS:

MARKET 
RESEARCH:

MAKE LISTS OF COMPANY INDUSTRY CODES:
  Use relevant NAICS or SIC codes to create lists of companies in business databases, such as:

  Mergent Intellect
  ReferenceUSA : Business
  Nexis Uni

  Find company financials, executive contact info, annual reports, SWOT analyses, and more:
  Business Insights: Essentials
  Mergent Online
  PrivCo
  Westlaw Campus Research

FIND DEMOGRAPHICS AND REPORTS ON CONSUMER BEHAVIOR AND MARKET:
  Explore government websites, such as the following:

  American FactFinder (main portal to United States Census data)
  Bureau of Economic Analysis (Consumer Spending page)
  Bureau of Labor Statistics:

  American Time Use Survey page
  Consumer Expenditures page

  Search business research databases such as:
  Business Insights: Essentials (Market Share Reports module)
  eMarketer
  MarketResearch.com Academic
  Mergent Intellect (Demographics module and Consumer Data module )
  Mintel Reports
  MRI University Reporter
  Richard K. Miller & Associates Publications
  SimplyAnalytics
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NEWS AND  
ARTICLES:

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND  
BUSINESS BOOKS:

USE NEWS ARTICLES, TRADE PUBLICATIONS, AND ACADEMIC JOURNALS:
  Search business article databases, such as:
    ABI/INFORM Collection
    Business Source Elite
  Expand your search by exploring multidisciplinary databases, such as ProQuest
  Keep current with what is going on in your industry and related news by setting up a Feed Reader

  Browse the Blackstone Launchpad Entrepreneurship Book Collection
This subcollection of books are located outside the Blackstone LaunchPad. The titles in this 
collection were selected from crowdsourced recommendations from faculty and students. These 
books offer practical advice or inspiration for entrepreneurs. About half the collection is checked 
out at any one time so be sure take a look at the full list of books on the shelf. Some titles are 
available as ebooks via Syracuse University Libraries. More books can be found in the Library. 

  Explore business ebook collections, such as:
    Business Expert Press
    Skillsoft
    Springer ebooks
  Find print and ebooks via the Classic Catalog. Suggested subject headings include:
    Entrepreneurship
    New business enterprises
    Small business
    Social entrepreneurship
    Success in business

You can see the Business Information Guide at www.researchguides.library.syr.edu/business. There is a 
link to schedule an appointment for a research consultation with Syracuse University Libraries Business, 
Management, and Entrepreneurship Librarian Stephanie JH McReynolds, and her contact information.
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ONE-PAGE 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The executive summary is essentially your business resume. 
It is a one page document of approximately 1,000 words that 
can stand alone if it's separated from the rest of the plan. It 
should very quickly and clearly convey to the reader the key 
elements of your business or idea: the problem you are solving; 
your solution and its competitive advantage; the industry, total 
addressable market, size and growth potential of your target 
market; the business model and how you will make money; 
your path to market and sales channels;skills and experience of 
your team; stage of growth; roadmap; and the funding gap or 
other need you are seeking to fill. The reader should be able to 
easily discern the nature of the business, status of the venture, 
traction to date, and understand its overall growth potential. 
Use it to clearly describe your compelling value proposition.

Create a very short executive summary sheet to synthesize your idea and share 
it with others. You will find this helpful to explain what you are working on, and 
to recruit mentors, advisors, key team members, investors or strategic partners. 

Customize the template with your branding.

GENERAL 
OVERVIEW

A sample template is on the reverse.

This document is your company calling card. 
Have it handy and use it often.

Your
Executive 
Summary
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COMPANY 
PROFILE

INDUSTRY: i.e., Cleantech

FOUNDED: The year you 
started working on this

LOCATION: City, State

EMPLOYEES: # of employees, 
interns, and team members

FUNDRAISING:
Stage (i.e., Concept,  
Startup, Seed, A Round)

Funds raised to date.
Amount of investment that
venture is currently seeking.

VERTICAL: Niche within your 
industry (i.e energy controls)

PATENTS/IP: List any and filing 
status, N/A if not applicable. 

EXECUTIVE TEAM: Founders

ADVISORY BOARD: Names, 
Companies

KEY COMPANY CONTACT:
Name | Title | Phone | Email 

Put your company URL here
and include social media handles.

YOUR 
LOGO

TAGLINE: What is the company about? (four to six words that convey it)

SUMMARY: High level description of your business that frames the industry and 
your business thesis. This is not a detailed description of your product’s features or 
specific services you provide. This is the why of your business. Make it simple and 
understandable. Be precise and clear. Do not use jargon or try to be clever here.

PROBLEM: The problem statement is the premise of your business thesis. 
 What is the problem you're solving? How do you know there's a need for this 
         product, service, or technology? What primary and secondary research proves the  
         existence of a significant problem? Can you point to customer discovery data?
  What forces are driving this particular problem: market, political, economic, social?
  How does this create a window of opportunity?

SOLUTION: This is the most critical section of your one-pager. Describe the product, 
service or technology you are developing in as much detail as possible, given the space 
constraint. What’s the value proposition? Be very specific.
  What makes your solution unique?
  What value will you be delivering to your target market?
  How does your product/service/technology solve the problem identified above?
  Were are you on your development roadmap? When will you have a MPV?
  What are the next milestones and when do you expect to achieve them? 

TARGET MARKET: This section should combine a quantitative analysis of your market 
(size, growth rate, location) with a qualitative discussion of your target user
(psychographic, demographic, and behavioral). Demonstrate a thorough understanding 
of your market and its participants, as well as your go-to-market strategy. How are you 
reaching customers with the right message, at the right time, with the right offer?

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: Every business has some sort of competition—direct, 
indirect, substitution. The worst thing you can say is that you have zero competition. 
 What products or services do you competitors offer? At what price point?
 What is their customer acquisition strategy and how effective has it been?
 How are you different from your competition? What is your value proposition?

BUSINESS MODEL: Use this section to describe how your business will make money.
  What’s your basic business model? Business-to-business, business-to-customer, 
          business-to-government, or a hybrid model? If multiple, what is the mix?
  What’s your path to market? What are your sales channels: wholesaler/distributor,  
          direct/indirect, value-added reseller, dealer, retail, online? What is the mix?
  What are your key revenue drivers? Are they multiple revenue opportunities? 
         What are key cost factors? What is your pricing strategy?
  When do you hit breakeven and profitability? What is your growth curve? 
         Where are you in three to five years in terms of sales?
  What are you looking to raise and what milestones will you reach with that funding?
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BUSINESS OVERVIEW 

TEMPLATE

BASIC BUSINESS OVERVIEW PRIMER:
     11 point font      single spaced    page numbers in lower left hand corner

COVER PAGE:
  Company Name   Address
  Website

  Contact Name
  Phone   Email

BUSINESS  OVERVIEW
CONTENTS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
  [one to two pages, no more than 1,000 words]

The executive summary should address the problem and solution, market potential, competitive 
landscape, unique value proposition, basic business model (how you will monetize this idea), path to 
market, founding team and their expertise sources and uses of funds, how much is needed to launch 
and when you expect to break even.  This succinct summary of the basic elements of the business plan 
should be able to stand alone if it is separated from the rest of the plan. The rest of the documents 
should be approximately six to eight pages and include the elements below.

MISSION:
 Describe the goal and mission of the venture.

PROJECT OVERVIEW:
 Give a complete project description. What’s the pain in the market you're solving? What is your solution, 

and what is your value proposition? What are you raising capital for? Describe the project in detail.

WRITE A SUMMARY 
OF YOUR IDEA

Social Media
Handles
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FEASIBILITY:
 How do you know there is a need for this product/service/facility/technology platform? What customer 

discovery, industry, competitive landscape, and market opportunity research have you done?
What makes it feasible, viable, and sustainable? How far along are you in the development continuum? 
Are you at MVP or proof of concept? (Both from a timeline and resource perspective).

MARKET
 Who are you serving? Specifically, how have you targeted that market? Based on what assumptions? 

What do you know about that market? How have you tested the market need, interest, pricing, and 
competition? How are you reaching that market? What are your channels to market? What is your 
pricing strategy? Describe potential revenue and growth potential for this specific target market 
based on your primary and secondary research.

COMPETITION
 Describe key competitors and how they are currently reaching the market and pricing comparable 

offerings. Outline your detailed competitive analysis and your unique competitive advantage. 
Re-state your value proposition.

RISKS 
 Describe what risks the business/project faces and how you will respond to these risks.

MANAGEMENT TEAM
 Describe the management team (including formal and informal advisors) and what skills and experience  

they bring. Include total number of years of experience and talk about their specific skill sets. Include 
names of your professional advisors (attorney, accountant, banker, insurance agent, etc.)

FINANCIAL PLAN
 Describe your business model. Develop a three-year pro forma based on a revenue and expense model.

What are your financial needs? How much personal equity are you putting into this? What’s the gap? 
What are your plans for financing the gap? What is your burn rate for the startup phase and when do 
you break even? How does your funding request relate to the gap? Lay out how these funds will be used 
as part of an overall project budget. Create sources and use charts. Lay out a three year financial 
forecast/pro forma. Describe the assumptions that are part of this plan.

SUMMARY: SUM UP THE VALUE PROPOSITION
 What is the value add of this product/project/service?
 Why should a funder care or invest?
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LIMITED LIABILITY

Generally, all members have 
limited liability protection. 

Generally, all shareholders have 
limited liability protection.  

Generally, all shareholders have 
limited liability protection.  

FORMATION COSTS: NEW YORK

Articles of Organization filing fee 
of $200, as well as publication 
costs for notices in two local 
papers, which vary by county 
where LLC office located (fees 
for counties outside NYS average 
$200 total) and filing fee for 
Certificate of Publication of $50.

Certificate of Incorporation filing 
fee of $125, and must file Form 
2553 with IRS (no fee to file, but 
must have it prepared).

Certificate of Incorporation filing 
fee of $125.

LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY (LLC) S-CORPORATION C-CORPORATION

FORMATION COSTS: DELAWARE

Articles of Organization filing 
fee of $90, and designate an 
agent to accept notices in DE on 
your behalf (companies charge 
around $150 to $300 annually 
for this), then if desire to do 
business in New York - need to 
file an Application for Authority 
and pay fee of $250

Certificate of Incorporation filing 
fee of $89, and designate an 
agent to accept notices in DE on 
your behalf (companies charge 
around $150 to $300 annually 
for this), then if desire to do 
business in New York - need to 
file an Application for Authority 
and pay fee of $225, and must 
file Form 2553 with IRS (no fee 
to file, but must have it prepared)

Certificate of Incorporation filing 
fee of $89, and designate an 
agent to accept notices in DE on 
your behalf (companies charge 
around $150 to $300 annually 
for this),then if desire to do 
business in New York - need to 
file an Application for Authority 
and pay fee of $225

MAINTENANCE COSTS: NEW YORK

Need to file Biennial Statement 
every two years and pay $9 fee

Need to file Biennial Statement 
every two years and pay $9 fee

Need to file Biennial Statement 
every two years and pay $9 fee

INCORPORATION

Prepared by Lynn H. Smith, Special 
Counsel, Barclay Damon LLP
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MAINTENANCE COSTS: DELAWARE

Must pay an annual tax of 
$300 before June 1st of each 
year, must also continue to 
have Registered Agent in DE to 
accept notices (around $150 to 
$300 annually)

Each year must file Annual 
Report and pay DE corporation 
franchise tax which is based 
on the amount of authorized 
shares and assets the corporation 
possesses (with minimum for 
5,000 or less shares authoized 
of $175 and an annual report 
fee of $50), must also continue 
to have Registered Agent in DE 
to accept notices (around $150 
to $300 annually), and if doing 
business in New York, must pay 
$300 fee to NY State Dept. of 
Taxation each year

Each year must file annual 
franchise tax report and pay 
franchise tax which is based 
on the amount of authorized 
shares and assets the corporation 
possesses (there are two 
methods to calculate with 
minimum of $75 and $350), 
must also continue to have 
Registered Agent in DE to 
accept notices (around $150 
to $300 annually), and if doing 
business in New York, must pay 
$300 fee to NY State Dept. of 
Taxation each year

NEW YORK – ENTITIES IDIOSYNCRASIES

Ten largest members (%) are 
jointly and severally liable for 
all debts, wages or salaries due 
and owing to any of entity's 
employees (NY LLC §609(c))

Ten largest shareholders are 
jointly and severally liable for all 
debts, wages or salaries due and 
owing to any of corporation's 
employees or laborers. (N.Y. 
B.C.L. § 630)

Ten largest shareholders are 
jointly and severally liable for all 
debts, wages or salaries due and 
owing to any of corporation's 
employees or laborers. (N.Y. 
B.C.L. § 630) 

INCORPORATION
LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY (LLC) S-CORPORATION C-CORPORATION

Prepared by Lynn H. Smith, Special 
Counsel, Barclay Damon LLP
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LEVELS OF FEDERAL INCOME TAX

Generally, one  Generally one, but if it’s a former 
C corporation and has too much 
passive income or built-in gains 
under Sections 1374 and 1375, 
certain additional taxes may apply.  

Two  

TAX YEAR

 Generally calendar   Generally calendar  Generally calendar, with some 
exceptions.

TAXATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS OF PROPERTY TO ENTITY

 Nontaxable unless disguised 
sale, the member is relieved 
from debt, or the LLC would 
be treated as an investment 
company if incorporated. 
(I.R.C. § 721).  

Taxable, unless the transferor 
meets the 80% control test of 
I.R.C. § 351, in which case the
transfer is nontaxable except to
the extent of debt relief.

Same as for S corporations.  

USE OF CASH METHOD OF ACCOUNTING (SECTION 448)

Somewhat unclear; an LLC 
probably cannot use the cash 
method if it has a C corporation 
member or if more than 35% 
of the LLC losses are allocable 
to non-manager members; 
exceptions may be available 
for farming, personal services, 
and entities with less than 
$5,000,000 in gross receipts.  

 Generally permissible  Generally not permissible unless 
the corporation is a personal 
service corporation, a farming 
business, or has less than 
$5,000,000 in gross receipts.  

TAXES
LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY (LLC) S-CORPORATION C-CORPORATION

SPECIAL ALLOCATIONS OF TAXABLE INCOME AND LOSS

Yes, provided allocations have 
“substantial economic effect.”

 No N/A

Prepared by Lynn H. Smith, Special 
Counsel, Barclay Damon LLP
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DEDUCTABILITY OF LOSSES (AND BASIS FOR ENTITY-LEVEL DEBT)

A member may deduct allocable 
share of LLC’s losses only to 
the extent of the member’s basis 
in the LLC which includes the 
member’s allocable share of LLC 
debt (I.R.C. § 704).  

A shareholder may deduct 
allocable share of corporation’s 
losses only to the extent of the 
shareholder’s tax basis in his/her 
shares, which does not include any 
portion of the corporation’s debt.  

Shareholders may not deduct 
any of the corporation’s losses 
(unless shareholder is another 
corporation filing a consolidated 
return).  

TAXATION OF DISTRIBUTIONS OF APPRECIATED PROPERTY

 Nontaxable to the extent of 
a member’s tax basis in LLC. 
Exceptions exist for marketable 
securities and non-contributed 
property (I.R.C. § 731).  

Generally nontaxable at 
corporate level but taxable at 
shareholder level through pass-
through of corporate tax items 
of gain triggered on distribution 
(I.R.C. § 1368).  

 Generally taxable to both 
corporation and shareholders. 
(I.R.C.§ 331 (effect on 
shareholders); I.R.C. § 336 
(effect on corporations)).  

TAXATION OF CASH DISTRIBUTION

Nontaxable to the extent of 
a member’s tax basis in LLC 
interest (I.R.C. § 731).  

Generally nontaxable to the 
extent of the shareholder’s tax 
basis in stock (I.R.C. § 1368).  

Taxable as dividends to the 
extent of the corporation’s 
earnings and profits, then 
nontaxable to the extent of 
the shareholder’s tax basis in 
his/her shares; then taxable 
as capitalgain to the extent it 
exceeds basis.  

TAXES
LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY (LLC) S-CORPORATION C-CORPORATION

TAXATION UPON LIQUIDATION

 Generally taxable to both 
corporation and shareholders. 
(I.R.C.§ 331 (effect on 
shareholders); I.R.C. § 336 
(effect on corporations)).  

Generally nontaxable at 
corporate level but taxable at 
shareholder level through pass-
through of corporate tax items 
(I.R.C. § 1368).  

 Generally taxable to both 
corporation and shareholders. 
(I.R.C.§ 331 (effect on 
shareholders); I.R.C. § 336 
(effect on corporations)).  

Prepared by Lynn H. Smith, Special 
Counsel, Barclay Damon LLP
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A CHART FOR 

CHOICE OF ENTITY
INSURANCE

HEALTH INSURANCE DEDUCTION

 100% (I.R.C. § 162(1)).  100% (I.R.C. §§ 162(1), 
1372(a)).  

Fully deductible if company 
reimburses taxpayer or their 
dependents for medical care 
expenses, even if discriminatory; 
not income to shareholder (I.R.C. 
§§ 105(a), 106).

GROUP TERM LIFE INSURANCE

Premiums not deductible; paid 
with after-tax funds (I.R.C. § 
264(a)).  

If more than 2% shareholder, 
same as for LLCs.  

Premiums deductible; exclude 
from shareholder’s income 
the cost of $50,000 worth of 
coverage (I.R.C. § 79(a)).  

LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY (LLC) S-CORPORATION C-CORPORATION

DISABILITY INSURANCE (BOTH GROUP AND PERSONAL)

 No deduction; paid with after-
tax funds; proceeds not taxable 
(I.R.C. § 105(g); Rev. Rul. 58-
90, 1958-1 C.B. 88).  

If more than 2% shareholder, 
same as LLCs.  

Premiums deductible; not income 
to shareholder, but if premiums 
paid bycorporation, proceeds are 
taxable to shareholder (I.R.C. §§ 
105(a), 106).  

PAYMENT OF UNINSURED MEDICAL EXPENSES

Payments generally not 
deductible; paid with after-tax 
funds (I.R.C. § 105(g)).  

If more than 2% shareholder, 
same as LLCs.  

If nondiscriminatory, deductible 
and excludable by shareholder. 
Annual physicals may be provided 
on discriminatory basis. (I.R.C. § 
105(h); Reg. § 1.105-11(g)).  

Prepared by Lynn H. Smith, Special 
Counsel, Barclay Damon LLP
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NUMBER OF OWNERS

One member minimum (some 
states require two, but not NY
or DE).  

One to 100 (spouses counted 
as one) with rules permitting 
families for up to six generations 
to be treated as one person.  

No restrictions  

GOVERNANCE
LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY (LLC) S-CORPORATION C-CORPORATION

TYPES OF OWNER

 Any type of owner   Ownership is generally limited 
to U.S. citizens, residents, and 
certain U.S. trusts. No corporate 
or partnership shareholders are 
permitted, except for certain tax-
exempt charitable foundations, 
ESOPs, certain electing trusts 
and another S corporation owing 
100% of the stock where the 
subsidiary S corporation has 
made the QSub election.  

 Any type of owner  

CLASSES OF OWNERSHIP

 Multiple classes are permitted   Only one class of stock is 
permitted. There can be 
differences in voting rights, 
however, and debt may be used.  

 Multiple classes are permitted. 

RESTRICTION ON OWNERSHIP OF SUBSIDARIES

 No restrictions   No restrictions on ownership 
of C corporation subsidiaries. 
An S corporation may also have 
a wholly owned S corporation 
subsidiary (“QSub”) or own 
interests in an LLC or other 
partnership.  

 Generally, no restrictions  

Prepared by Lynn H. Smith, Special 
Counsel, Barclay Damon LLP
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SECTION 1244 STOCK; ORDINARY LOSS ON THE SALE OR LIQUIDATION 
OF OWNERSHIP INTEREST

No Yes, individual shareholders who 
are original investors may qualify 
for ordinary loss treatment under 
Section 1244 in an amount up to 
$100,000 per year per couple.  

 Same as for S corporations.  

GOVERNANCE
LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY (LLC) S-CORPORATION C-CORPORATION

SECTION 1202 STOCK; 100% EXCLUSION FOR SAL GAIN OF QUALIFIED SMALL BUSINESS STOCK

No No, Section 1202 applies only 
to “qualified small businesses,” 
which extends only to C 
corporations (I.R.C. § 1202).  

Yes, individual shareholders 
who are original investors 
when the corporation meets 
the requirements of Section 
1202 may qualify for 100% 
exclusion of gain on sale of 
stock.  

SECTION 754 ELECTION TO ADJUST INSIDE BASIS OF OWNER AND ENTITY 
UPON SALE OF AN OWNER'S INTEREST OR DISTRIBUTION OF PROPERTY

Yes No No

SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAX ON DISTRIBUTIVE SHARE OF INCOME

 Not clear, but generally yes 
as to active members and any 
manager; no as to non-active 
members or as to returns on 
invested capital (i.e., rental 
income).  

No N/A

REASONABLE COMPENSATION ISSUE

No No, but might be challenged if 
compensation set unreasonably 
low to avoid employment taxes.  

Yes

Prepared by Lynn H. Smith, Special 
Counsel, Barclay Damon LLP
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A SIMPLE SAMPLE

NDA AGREEMENT

 Not everyone may need to sign an NDA, and some will say no to signing one.  However, having a signed 

agreement can sometimes add an extra layer of trust and candor to conversations, with the threat of intellectual 

property theft minimized.  

Each NDA is different, and you should consult an attorney to craft one that is specific to your needs.  

Information that might need to be protected could include proprietary designs, secret formulas, unique 

processes, or manufacturing specifications.  You can not create a NDA around a business “idea” – but you can 

create one around tangible business “assets” that are uniquely yours.  Typically these are the details that might 

eventually be included in a patent filing.  Not all aspects of a business can be protected through a NDA, so 

be cautious of what you reveal publicly.  If something is in the public record, it cannot be protected by a non-

disclosure agreement. 

As you are working on your IP strategy there may be times you have 
conversations with potential team members or employees, outside industry 

experts or consultants, corporate partners, investors, new clients, or others you 
are sharing intellectual property with.  There may be reasons you want to shield 
the information you are sharing to protect your competitive advantage.  In those 

instances you may want to consider utilizing a non-disclosure agreement, also 
known as a NDA, or also a confidentiality agreement (CA).  

JUST SO 
YOU KNOW...
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DISCUSS WITH YOUR ATTORNEY WHEN CRAFTING A NDA SPECIFIC TO YOUR NEEDS:
  Is it a one-way (unilateral) or two-way (mutual) agreement?
  What's the scope of the agreement and what sensitive confidential information is it designed to protect?
  What is the length (term) of the agreement?  How many years?
  What are the penalties for breaking the agreement?

ATTACHED  IS A SAMPLE UNILATERAL NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT that was developed as a 

template by the Syracuse University Innovation Law Center + New York State Science and Technology Law 

Center.  Use it as a framework to build your own NDA, working with your legal counsel.

KEY  
DISCUSSION
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THIS AGREEMENT IS ENTERED INTO BETWEEN 

____________________________________________  (hereafter “__________________”) 

      and _____________________________________________ (hereafter “__________________”).

1. DEFINITIONS:

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION:  Any and all information, inventions, programs, designs, 
documentation, material, or other matter that is subject to protection under patent, copyright, trade secret 
or other intellectual property laws.

PROJECT:  Work Performed by __________________with respect to below named project.

        ______________________________________________________________________________________________

2. AGREEMENT:

During the course of the Project, the ________________________ may learn Confidential Information of the 
___________________________.  The ___________________________ agrees not to disclose or use the Confidential 
Information of the __________________________________ in any way which will cause financial or competitive 
harm to the _____________________________ or prejudice the ______________________________’s rights in any way. 

The ____________________________ agrees to take reasonable measures to protect the Confidential Information 
by marking all such information as "Confidential" and otherwise keeping their use of the Confidential 
Information secure from public disclosure.

This Agreement will remain in effect for three years unless there is written consent from the 
_______________________________ authorizing disclosure, or when such information is no longer considered 
protected and confidential hereunder.

3. EXCLUSIONS:
The parties agree that the ______________________________ will not be prevented from disclosing or using general
knowledge gained from the Project, or prevented from disclosing or using any information which 

(a) is in the public domain;

(b) was rightfully in the ___________________________’s possession before receipt from the ___________________;
(c) is independently developed by the _________________ without reliance on the Confidential Information;
(d) is disclosed under operation of law;
(e) is disclosed with ___________________________’s written approval.
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4. STANDARD OF CARE:
The ___________________________ shall protect the disclosed Confidential Information by using reasonable care 
to prevent the unauthorized use, disclosure, dissemination, or publication of the Confidential Information.  
The ___________________________ shall not reproduce, provide or otherwise make available any Confidential 
Information to any person other than those of its employees who have a need to know consistent with 
___________________________’s authorized use of such information.  The ___________________________ agrees that it 
will take appropriate action by instruction or agreement with its students and employees and other persons 
permitted access to Confidential Information to satisfy its obligations with respect to the use, copying, 
security and protection of the Confidential Information.  

5. AMENDMENTS:
No amendments to this agreement will be valid unless in writing and signed by both parties.

6. APPLICABLE LAW:
This agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York.

7. DISPUTE RESOLUTION:
Any dispute arising under this agreement will be submitted to the American Arbitration Association 
(“AAA”) for resolution.  The AAA’s determination in the matter shall be binding upon both parties and 
enforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction.

The undersigned parties have agreed to the terms and conditions set forth in this agreement. 

NAME:  _______________________________________________________________    DATE: _________/___________/__________

SIGNATURE: ____________________________________________________________________________

+

NAME:  _______________________________________________________________    DATE: _________/___________/__________

SIGNATURE: ____________________________________________________________________________
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MINIMIZING CONFLICT WITH A 

FOUNDERS AGREEMENT

WHAT IS A FOUNDERS’ AGREEMENT?  
A founders’ agreement is a written legal contract that outlines the roles, rights, and responsibilities of 
each owner in a business. It typically accompanies corporate bylaws, an LLC operating agreement, or 
partnership agreement, and is designed to prevent conflict down the line.  Typically, a founders’ agreement 
address three broad areas:  roles and responsibilities of the founding team, equity ownership and vesting, 
and IP ownership.

BEING A CO-FOUNDER DOES NOT AUTOMATICALLY CONFER A CEO OR C-SUITE ROLE.  
While collaboration is essential to a startup, not every founder should have equal decision-making 
responsibilities. It will likely be important to hire experienced C-Suite talent – and it is difficult to take 
those titles away from co-founders once they have been given. Take time to think about the roles and 
responsibilities.  

Building a venture is more than building a product or a financial roadmap.  It is 
also building a team.  It is important for founders and key team members to be 

clear about goals, roles, responsibilities, decision making, and ownership issues. 
From the very beginning, founders need to consider how areas of disagreement 

will be resolved.  These are issues that founders need to discuss at the outset.

WHAT IS 
A FOUNDERS AGREEMENT?
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NOT EVERY CO-FOUNDERS WILL LIKELY HAVE EQUAL OWNERSHIP OF THE NEW ENTERPRISE...
and that can be a difficult conversation to negotiate.  However, it is important to have the conversation, 
guided by legal counsel, at the outset.  It becomes more difficult later, especially if verbal promises were 
made or implied.  To ensure continued commitment, consider requiring vesting terms for all founders’ 
equity, meaning that founders earn equity by contributing to building value in the enterprise.  

ENSURE ANY IP DEVELOPED BELONGS TO THE ENTITY AND NOT THE FOUNDERS,
 individuals, or contractors who developed the IP.  Be sure the IP is assigned to the venture from the start.  
Investors will expect this.

THE INNOVATION LAW CENTER + NEW YORK STATE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY LAW CENTER
 (NYS STLC) at Syracuse University is a very good resource, and offers “Launch Hours” at the Blackstone 
LaunchPad each month.  The following are excerpts from the Founders’ Memorandum of Understanding 
for Starting a Business from the “Startup Guidebook” published by the NYS STLC.  For more information, 
or to schedule an appointment, e-mail nysstlc@law.syr.edu or launchpad@syr.edu

A QUICK 
CHECKLIST

A CHECKLIST BY THE INNOVATION LAW CENTER + NYS STLC:
  Agree on goals
  Discuss the roles of each founder
  Determine each founder’s ownership
  Address the resources each founder will contribute
  Discuss ownership percentage and vesting 
  Establish vested ownership
  Determine how decisions will be made
  Identify matters that will require unanimous consent, if any 
  Address circumstances under which it is appropriate to remove a founder
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Always engage professionals as you develop a venture who can give you 
professional counsel. At the LaunchPad, we call this building your BAIL Team.

KNOWING WHEN YOU NEED 
PROFESSIONAL HELP

BANKER. Engage a banker who can provide feedback on your financials, help set up your 

business banking, educate you on SBA products, loan guarantees, alternative forms of 

capital, and work with you to establish lines of credit when you need them.

ACCOUNTANT. Engage an accountant who is a strategist as well as a financial expert.  An 

accountant can help you think through the tax implications of every decision you are faced 

with, and optimize decision-making.  An accountant will help you set up proper bookkeeping 

systems, assure that taxes are paid timely, and provide payroll and financial services such as 

managing accounts payable and receivable.  A good accountant is your first virtual CFO, and is critical to keep 

you in compliance with the DOL, IRS and the state department of taxation.

INSURANCE. Engage an insurance agent. You will need a commercial liability policy, and you 
will also need to assess the risk of whatever product, service or technology you are developing.  

LAWYER. Engage a lawyer.  A good lawyer is your essential strategic partner, from structuring 
the appropriate legal entity, to reviewing contracts, and closing investment deals.  Use your 
lawyer to think through decisions before you make them, and then to structure the agreements 
that go with those decisions.  One of the biggest mistakes that startups make is to try their hand 
at DYI legal documents.  This can result in costly or even fatal mistakes.
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MORE TIPS FOR FOUNDERS FROM THE INNOVATION LAW CENTER + NYS STLC:
  Begin discussions early with an attorney and accountant about the appropriate legal structure – 
   typically  a sole proprietorship, partnership, LLC, C-Corp or S-Corp.  
  Obtain a Federal Employer Identification Number (EIN), which is a nine-digit number that identifies

  your business entity.  This is required for incorporated businesses that hire employees, and is 
  comparable to your company’s Social Security number.  The IRS issues EINs and requires their use on 
  all tax filings during the life of a business.  EINS are also required for opening business accounts.  EINs  
  are free and be obtained on line through the IRS website.

  Register for state and local taxes, which will also provide your company with a Tax Identification 
   Number (TIN), workers’ compensation, unemployment, and disability insurance
  File for any required business licensing or permits required for operating your business at the federal, 
   state or local municipal level 
  Satisfy insurance requirements by purchasing general business insurance from an insurance provider, 

  because simply incorporating or forming a legal business entity does not automatically provide 
 coverage. Be aware that corporations and LLCs that hire employees will also need unemployment, 

    disability and workers’ compensation insurance
  Understand the legal distinctions between employees and contract workers
  Establish proper accounting procedures, keep accurate financial records of all costs and expenses, and 

  engage an accounting service/firm.  If you plan to maintain your own financial records, be sure they are 
  being managed by someone who understands Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)

BAIL professionals hold regular office hours at the LaunchPad.  
Schedule them by emailing us:  LaunchPad@syr.edu

A FEW 
MORE TIPS



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

TOOLKIT PART THREE: 

LET’S START 
BUILDING 
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GETTING HELP WITH

YOUR PROTOTYPE
If you are solving a problem that involves developing a physical product, 
Syracuse University has some unique resources for you.  The Blackstone 

LaunchPad powered by Techstars has a very strong partnership with Invent@
SU, a joint program between the College of Engineering and Computer Science, 

and the College of Visual and Performing Arts School of Design.

FABRICATING A PRODUCT PROTOTYPE: 
INVENT @ SU

Invent@SU helps transform undergraduate students 

into inventors as they design, prototype and pitch 

original devices through an immersive six-week 

summer accelerator program held each summer at 

both the Fisher Center in New York City, and on the 

Syracuse University campus.  The program is open 

to all SU undergraduate students.  Learn more about 

the program at http://invent.syr.edu/

Invent@SU follows a proven method of rapid prototyping with weekly feedback from diverse audiences of 

guest evaluators.  They have access to expert faculty members who are engineers and industrial designers, as 

well as program judges and mentors.  Additionally, they can access specialized tools and labs in the College of 

Engineering and Computer Science, as well as maker spaces across campus to develop working prototypes.  

By the end of the accelerator program, student teams will have created a Minimally Viable Prototype (MVP).
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Invent@SU participants have a chance to win cash prizes of $5,000 for best invention and $3,000 for second 

best invention.  All students accepted into the program receive:

  $1,000 stipend;
  $1,000 budget per team for project materials;
  Guidance from expert consultants and evaluators;
  Access to laser cutters, 3D printers, a machine shop and professional machinists;
  Assistance with a provisional patent application

In addition to the Invent@SU program, Syracuse University has many maker spaces and fabrication labs across 

campus.  Staff at these centers are extremely helpful and can guide students how to design, build, modify and 

make.  The professionals who staff campus makerspaces come from all backgrounds, including art, architecture, 

computer science, design, engineering, illustration, photography, programming and software engineering, 

and more.  Campus maker spaces typically offer access to equipment like 3D-printers, printed circuit board 

fabrication, laser and vinyl cutters, milling equipment, soldering, textile machines, engravers, Z-space/3-D 

modeling software, a wide range of hand tools, and more.  Some campus maker spaces also offer specialized 

metal and wood working facilities. 

The largest is SU MakerSpace, http://makerspace.syr.edu, located in the Kimmel Computer Lab.  The School 

of Design houses maker space facilities in the SU Warehouse at 350 West Fayette Street, and there are maker 

space facilities in Slocum Hall.  Campus maker spaces are ideal places to experiment on prototyping and 

fabrication projects, and LaunchPad entrepreneurs have used them to create prototypes for business plan 

competitions and pitches to investors.

SU HAS MANY 
MAKERSPACES + FAB LABS!
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DEVELOPING A 
SOFTWARE PROTOTYPE

DEVELOP A MVP: If you are developing a software solution, you will also need to develop a MVP to 

demonstrate how your solution will work. 

There are typically FOUR STEPS TO THE MVP PROCESS:  
1) Scoping out based requirements needed for the software solution
2) Framing out an initial prototype with basic user interfaces
3) Testing the MVP with end-users to gather feedback
4) Iteration based on testing and user discovery.

A software prototype typically demonstrates a few aspects of the final solution, and may look completely 

difference from the final design, once the prototype has gone through more extensive UX testing.  Software 

prototyping helps full stack developers get feedback from end users early in the design process, even before 

they start writing labor-intensive code.  

Finding designers and developers to build out software prototypes can be a challenge.  Reach out to students 

in the Syracuse University College of Engineering and Computer Science, the iSchool, Newhouse, and VPA’s 

School of Design.  Post on Handshake (Syracuse University’s career network platform).  Check the orange 

“talent folders” in the LaunchPad for resumes of students with design, UX and software skill sets.  Consider 

working with a group of students on a capstone project.  Alternatively, teach yourself some basic design and 

coding basics, and develop your own prototype.  Keep in mind that software prototypes are often compared to 

movie sets because “they look great and work great on the front end, but have nothing on the back end.”  Your 

first prototypes will be attractive set designs, supported by a few braces and sandbags of basic code.

DESIGN YOUR SOFTWARE PROTOTYPE WITH THESE TIPS:
  Create attractive mockups and prototypes of screens and functions.
  Produce just the minimal amount of code necessary to clarify design elements and functions you want 

  to demonstrate in a pitch for business plan competitions, or first partners or funders.
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  Do not overdesign.  This is just a demo version, and it is typically more expensive to retrofit a prototype 
   then it is to develop the actual production module from scratch.
  Do not worry yet about coding standards, and other technical requirements just yet.
  Remember that you will eventually need to deal with cybersecurity and other issues down the road, so 

  it is never too early to start looking for technical talent with real depth and expertise.

Prototyping is important for designing any human-computer interface, or any human-physical product 

invention.  One of the most productive uses of rapid prototyping is as tool for iterative user requirements 

from both the engineering and human-computer interface perspective.  This is why it is important to 
build prototyping for products, technology and software solutions into your product development 

roadmap.

Get help from the many resources on campus, and learn all that you can about UI and UX DESIGN.  

UI (USER INTERFACE) prototyping helps determine what a software application will look and feel like, 

such as color schemes, button shapes, font, and the personality of the app.  Good UI ties together all of the 

visual elements of your solution in a coherent and visually appealing way based on testing and feedback.

UX (USER EXPERIENCE) prototyping helps determine how users will interact with your solution.  Will 

it be simple or complex?  Intuitive or obtuse?  Streamlined or clunky?  Easy or difficult to understand and 

navigate?  How will various parts relate to each other, and work together?  UI and UX should work 

together in a holistic way.  That is the goal of good iterative prototyping based on research and user 

discovery.  When they work synergistically, the results will help you more perfectly design for success.

PROTOTYPING YOUR SOLUTION IS
IMPORTANT TO SUCCESS



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

TOOLKIT PART FOUR: 

LET’S START 
BRANDING 
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BOOTSTRAPPING

YOUR BRAND

SOCIAL MEDIA IS INCREASINGLY PRIORITIZING VIDEO OVER TEXT AND IMAGES.
Take advantage of social algorithms to reach up to 1500% more people on social platforms. There is no 
shortage of on-line advice, tutorials or templates to get you started, and quickly build your social media 

following. Video content is a multi-purpose tool. An effective short video 
can go a long way toward helping your audience understand what you are 
creating, as well as your unique value proposition. It is easy to find talent 
on a college campus. Hire a talented film student or a startup filmmaker 
who can tell a story with a strong visual aesthetic. If you are producing a 
video with a volunteer creative team, study on-line tutorials that illustrate 

how to make videos that integrate a compelling story with clear information, and entertainment value. 
Watch plenty of examples to help shape your own personal approach.  

A great explainer video should include a product overview and testimonials, engage potential customers 
and investors, and use analytics to improve intelligence about your target market. There is no one recipe, 
but here are some good tips:

Startups can’t typically fund an expensive marketing campaign, so it is important 
to come up with ways to stretch early dollars as you build a brand.  As you are 
establishing a company, start building an identity by publishing great content, 

and establishing yourself as an authentic, credible voice in your space.

Here are a few ideas about how to bootstrap your brand.

USE 
VIDEOS
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 TIPS FOR CREATING A SUCCESSFUL VIDEO:

  Begin by brainstorming.  What is the message you want to convey?  Who is the audience?
  Write a script based on your brand value and brand aesthetic.
  Know your customer and use on-screen talent who typifies your customer personas.  
   Do not make a “talking head” video with the founder unless the founder is charismatic on camera.
  Spend some time on pre-production.  Think about location/s.  Pay attention to lighting 
   and sound.  Borrow equipment. Storyboard your narrative outline and visuals.
  Do not use animation, clip art, or other special effects if you are not a professional animator who is  
   highly skilled at professional 3D computer animation, modeling, simulation, and rendering software.  
  There is nothing worse than amateurish animation.
  Pay attention to post-production.  Good editing, color corrections and audio editing make the   
   difference between a professional looking creative work and something that actually detracts 
   from your brand.
  If you are using music, be sure it is royalty free, or, commission original music and get the 
   creative license. Again, this is a place to find talent on campus.  Be mindful of using 
   copyright material by other creatives to avoid infringement.
  Humor can be okay if used correctly and cautiously. It takes a special talent to get it right.
  Be authentic.  Nothing is more engaging than a good story, told with an authentic voice.
  End with a call to action.  What is your end goal with the video?
  Consider the use when you consider length.  Is it a Facebook video cover? That is very short -- 
   about 10 seconds.  Is it an explainer video?  That should be no longer than two or three minutes.
  Make it easy to download and mobile friendly. It will most likely be viewed on a phone.
  Share it and make it easy for others to share.  Beyond sharing on social media, consider creating
   a video channel on your website, as well as YouTube, Vimeo, or the many niche channels that 
   reach your target.
  Optimize your videos with keywords, transcripts/subtitles (which will also help with accessibility), 
   and video titles, to aid with discoverability.  YouTube viewers spend a billion hours each day 
   watching videos, so your video is only as good as your SEO strategy.  Use tools such as 
   KeywordTool.io to find keywords in your niche market. It is one thing to make a video.  
   It is another thing to be found.
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SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS
Go big, but go frugal.  Create business accounts on every social media account you can manage. Think 
carefully about the number of accounts you can effectively manage.  It will likely only be a few, so pick 
wisely, and then create a strategy with the team member responsible for content creation and management.
Use scheduling tools like Hootsuite to schedule posts in order to effectively manage the flow of content. 
Infographics can be effective marketing tools. If you don’t have time to create new content, take data and 
breathe new life into it with visualization tools.  
Mix video, story and photos.  Make it relevant and relatable.

Where is your target market finding information, following trends and discovering innovations?  It may 
not be where you think, especially if you are selling into global markets.  Here are the top 20 social media 
platforms.  Each has more than 200 million monthly active users.

USE 
SOCIAL MEDIA

1. Facebook 2. YouTube 3. WhatsApp 4. FB Messenger 5. WeChat

6. Instagram 7. QQ 8. Tumblr 9. Q Zone 10. Tik Tok

11. Sina Weibo 12. Twitter 13. Reddit 14. Baidu Tieba 15. LinkedIn

16. Viber 17. Snapchat 18. Pinterest 19. LINE 20. Telegram
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THERE ARE TWO SECRETS TO BLOGGING.  
1. Creating good content.  
2. Posting consistently. 

Try to develop a schedule so that readers expect new content. At the end of a blog post, start a conversation.  
Invite readers to share their feedback, pose questions, suggest additional resources, and offer viewpoints. 

Create a RSS feed option, or a way to receive blog posts by e-mail. Create links to your blog on your 
website, in your newsletters or e-mails, on social media, and in the signature line of your e-mails. 

It is difficult to proofread your own writing.  Finds someone to proof blog posts before publishing.  
Realize that it takes time to build readership and develop a following.  Keep at it, and don’t be discouraged. 

START A 
BLOG

EMAIL MARKETING is an economical and effective way to communicate with stakeholders and build 
brand identity. Building a solid database is time-consuming, but it is gold for a startup.  

Develop a simple system to easily collect email addresses, send targeted messages, and track responses.  
Mail Chimp and Constant Contact are examples of tools that can help you launch newsletters or 
communication updates to targeted audiences. Develop engaging content to retain readers.  Use data 
analytics to understand what readers find interesting, and build editorial content around reader interests.

Start with simple “insider” e-mail updates to friends, families, advisors and mentors, potential investors and 
customer.  These can be simple monthly messages with news about product development, key milestones 
and metrics, results of customer discovery, addition of new team members or advisors, or announcements 
of partnerships. Keep these short and personal.  They will function as your own insider PR wire.

BUILD A 
EMAIL DATABASE
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GET FAMILIAR WITH ON-LINE MARKETING AND SALES TERMS.  

There is plenty of on-line material to education you about:
  Search engine optimization (SEO)
  Search engine marketing (SEM)
  Content marketing (CM)
  Social Media Marketing (SMM)
  Pay-per-click advertising (PPC)
  Click through rate (CTR)
  Affiliate marketing (AM)
  Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

LEARN 
MARKETING ESSENTIALS

  Apply for awards and competitions, particularly in your industry. Look for competitions sponsored 
   by big names such as Consumer Electronics Technology (CES) Innovation Award, BIG Innovation 
   Awards, SXSW Interactive Innovation Awards, Dyson Innovation Award, Customer Experience (CX)
   Innovation Award, etc.  Chances are there are innovation awards in the sector you are working in. 
   If there are not any awards for your industry, host your own, and get attention from others.
  Create news releases and send to press.  Follow and engage with reporters who cover your industry 
   on social media.  Comment on posts.  Start conversations.  Build relationships.  Then pitch a story.
  Find alumni reporters who cover your beat.  Connect with them on LinkedIn.  Follow them.  
   Engage.  Then artfully pitch your story.
  Write a first person article for an on-line publication.  LaunchPad ventures have published 
   articles in Newsweek and Adweek.  
  Give TEDx talks.  You have a story to tell.  Make it a good one.

CREATE YOUR  
OWN BUZZ
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BE STRATEGIC ABOUT YOUR WEBSITE
Spend time framing out your website, and do customer discovery with users to make sure you are building 
it for an optimal user experience. 

BE A SAVVY NETWORKER
There is nothing that beats old school networking.  Life does not happen in the virtual world.  It happens in 
real life.  Show up.  The best entrepreneurs know how to tell a story, and how to engage in good, meaningful 
conversation.  

SAY THANK YOU
Never underestimate the power of a handwritten personal note or a thoughtful e-mail to make an 
impression. Thank people.  It sets you apart from the crowd and helps build your genuine personal brand.

ADDITIONAL 
TIPS



TOOLKIT PART FIVE: 

LET’S 
UNDERSTAND 

FINANCES 
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START-UP

FINANCES
There is no substitute for working with a seasoned finance professional to 
understand business basics.  However, this simple glossary may help you 

understand some terms that you need to know as you gain financial expertise.

WHAT ARE 
VARIABLE AND FIXED COSTS?

All companies have two kinds of costs –––– variable and fixed. In general, variable costs vary with the 
amount produced, while fixed costs remain the same, no matter how much output a company produces.  
The dynamics from an accounting perspective are far more complex, but in general:

VARIABLE COSTS:  
Variable costs are the costs of the goods or services a company produces.  Variable costs typically increase 
and then decrease with the production volume – i.e., the fewer the number of units, the higher the variable costs. 
For instance, if an item costs $5 per unit for a startup to produce, and a company produces only 1,000 units, 
its variable cost will be $5,000.  However, as the company grows, implements technology and automation, 
and achieves efficiencies of scale, the variable costs may go down.  For instance, it may only cost $2 per unit if 
a company produces 200,000 units.  Variable costs vary with output.  Variable costs can also include 
wages, utilities, materials used in production – all of which can change based on the number of units sold.

FIXED COSTS:  
Fixed costs do not vary with output, or the volume of production. A fixed cost does not change with the 
amount of goods or services a company produces, and tend to remain constant – such as rent, mortgages, taxes, 
machinery, equipment, loan payments, etc.  Fixed costs are not affected by fluctuations such as seasonality, sales 
cycles, or other activity levels of the organization.
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WHAT IS A 
BALANCE SHEET?

Your balance sheet is a snapshot of your financial picture, and includes your assets (cash and cash equivalents, 
inventory, receivables, fixed and other assets, etc.) liabilities (accounts payable, debt or notes payable, capital 
leases, etc.).  The difference between your assets and liabilities is your net worth.  By reviewing a balance 
sheet, a lender or investor can understand your liquidity and solvency.

WHAT IS A 
PRO FORMA?

Lenders or investors require in-depth pro formas, which are financial models based on projections. Preparing 
a pro forma is a different process than preparing an accounting statement because pro forma is a future-
looking profit and loss projection of a venture’s income and expenses over a period of time, based on well-
researched assumptions.  Typically, lenders require a five-year pro forma for a startup, with projections on a 
monthly quarterly basis for the first two or three years, and then quarterly, to help manage financial needs and 
cash flow.  Equity investors do not require the same kind of detailed pro formas, but will expect to see well 
thought-out projections, and a breakeven and profitability analysis.

COMPONENTS OF A SIMPLE PRO FORMA TYPICALLY INCLUDE:

INCOME:  Ways that a venture can make money (i.e., unit sales, subscriptions, memberships, advertising 
partnerships or sponsorships, product placement, service contracts, etc.)

EXPENSES:  Costs that go into running a venture, (i.e., operational and administrative expenses, such as legal, 
accounting, insurance, salaries, internet and utilities, FFE, rent, marketing, etc.)

NET:  Projected expenses subtracted from projected revenues.  These estimates can help create the break-even 
and profitability analysis, which helps the venture understand when the business will break even, and if/when 
it will eventually achieve a profit.  A break-even analysis also typically includes the number of units you need 
to sell to break even.  It will also give you a perspective on your expected cash position over time, to help avoid 
running out of cash.
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WHAT ARE 
STARTUP COSTS?

In addition to creating a pro forma, lenders or investors want to see that a venture has thought about all of the 
unique initial costs associated with launching. These can include software and hardware development to create 
initial and subsequent prototypes, testing, regulatory requirements, legal incorporation, IP, and other costs 
directly related to getting to production or beta sales.  It is important to benchmark them against industry ratios, 
which are available through SU Libraries databases. 

WHAT ARE 
SOURCES AND USES?

SOURCES OF CAPITAL:  Lenders and funders will want to know how you are bootstrapping start-up 
costs.  These early sources of capital typically include your own investment, support from family and friends, 
winnings from business plan or grant competitions, and perhaps crowdfunding or some early angel investors.  
They can also include working capital loans (typically with a government loan guarantee), or debt from 
alternative lenders, banks, or community loan funds.  Funders or lenders will expect the founder to contribute 
20% - 50%. This varies based on the founder's experience, personal net worth, and the four C’s – credit, 
collateral, cash flow, and character. This percentage can also be based on the amount of capital needed.  

USES OF CAPITAL:  If you are borrowing funds, or taking on an investor, you will need to show what you will 
do with those funds, what milestones you will achieve, and where those funds get you on your overall roadmap.  
The difference between sources of capital and uses of capital will help you identify funding gaps and when 
they might occur.

WHAT IS A 
DEBT RATIO?

Lenders and investors they look at debt ratio as a way to measure a venture’s leverage.  A debt ratio is 
calculated by dividing total liabilities by total assets, and it is expressed as a decimal or percentage.  A ratio of 
15% or lower is healthy.  More than 20% or higher is a red flag to lenders because there may not be enough 
revenue to cover debt.  A venture with little debt is under leveraged, but a business with too much debt is over 
leveraged, and at a higher risk of default (not paying as promised) on its debt obligations.
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WHAT IS 
DEBT VERSUS EQUITY?

Debt and equity funding offer different advantages and disadvantages to startups.  Here is a quick summary:

DEBT is a liability or obligation owned to a person or institution that is legally required to be paid by a 
specific date.  Terms and conditions vary are set between parties.  Examples include bank loans, government 
guaranteed loans, lines of credit, notes payable, accounts payable, trade credit, or leasing contracts, etc.  Debt is 
typically less costly than equity because interest rates are less than investors expect as a rate of return.  While it 
can be less flexible, and typically requires a personal guarantee, the founder does not give up any ownership of 
the business.  It works extremely well for purchase of fixed assets that can be collateralized. It also works well 
as a line of credit, with the advantage of only paying interest on the amount of money that has been drawn for 
expenses.  Bank debt for startups is typically guaranteed through loan guarantee programs that help minimize 
risk.  Often, a bank can work with a startup to restructure the debt if needed.  Many lenders also offer business 
advisory services.

EQUITY is funds raised by founders through the sale of Common Stock, partnership interests, or other 
ownership based interests.  Typical sources of equity capital are the founders themselves, family, friends, 
business partners, private investors, key customers or suppliers, angels, investment bankers, or venture 
capitalists.  Equity investments do not carry collateral requirements or personal guarantees, and repayment 
generally occurs when the business exceeds breakeven and reaches a certain level of profitability, or 
experiences a liquidity event such as sale of the business (exit event) or IPO.  The disadvantage is that equity 
comes with a very high cost of funds, based on the investor’s expected rate of return. It entails ownership in 
the business, and may also require a seat on the board.  Investors expect high growth, and can often make key 
management decisions – including executive staffing.  

Investors also focus on debt ratios and leverage, as well as growth and revenue targets.  The cap table is an 
equivalent to a debt/equity ratio.  The cap table answers the following questions:  How much money has been 
raised? What kind of money – debt or equity?  How many shares are available for new investors?  What is the 
company’s current valuation?  For an investor, the debt to equity ratio is the amount of money the startup 
owes in debt compared to the amount it has raised through equity financing.  It is important to achieve a debt to 
equity ratio that meets capital needs, while not becoming financially unstable.  Investors are reluctant to invest 
in highly leveraged ventures because equity investments are subordinate to debt.
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WHAT IS THE 
CAPITAL CONTINUUM?

Finding the best funding for your ventures depends on many factors – including your stage of growth. 
Ventures move through lifecycles and a “capital continuum” as they evolve.  

OPTIONS FOR START-UP PRE-REVENUE AND EARLY STAGE FUNDING:
  Founders equity and in-kind services
  Family, friends, and fools (FFF)
  Crowdfunding
  Lines of credit
  Customers, suppliers, or strategic partners
  Working capital loans and debt, often backed by loan guarantees
  Alternative lenders (such as government regulated CDCs, CDFIs, SBICs, etc.)
  Grants, competitions, incubator/accelerator funding
  Federal research funding through programs such as SBIR / STTR, etc.
  Convertible note / SAFE (simple agreements for future equity)
  Investors (angel, pre-seed $50,000 to $500,000; seed $500,000 to $2 million)

OPTIONS FOR GROWTH STAGE FUNDING:
  Debt:  Regulated financial institutions and banks for fixed assets and operational expenses
  Equity:  Corporate or institutional investors
  Equity:  Series A to optimize with customer traction; $2 million to $10 million
  Equity:  Series B to build and scale; $7 million to $15 million
  Equity:  Series C for accelerated growth – fast and wide; $15 million to $150 million
  Government programs (State and regional low interest loan programs)

OPTIONS FOR EXPANSION STAGE FUNDING:
  Mezzanine funding (hybrid of debt and equity financing) is the highest-risk form of debt, with typical   

 rates in the range of 12%-20% per year. It can be a preferred way to displace capital by equity investors.
  Recapitalization for global positioning
  IPO (selling shares to the public to generate capital)

START-UP STAGE GROWTH STAGE

EX
PANSION STAGE
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SOME ADDITIONAL 
TIPS FOR YOU:

PITFALLS TO AVOID:
  You are borrowing from family and friends without written agreements in place
  You are borrowing against equity in your home, or retirement savings
  You are using credit cards as a source of startup capital
  You haven’t projected enough time or unforeseen costs for the start-up phase before you 

  can actually start selling
  You haven’t budgeted enough for marketing, sales or business development to achieve 

  customer traction
  Your expenses (headcount, operational expenses, facilities) don’t grow with revenue over the 

  first five years
  Your cost of goods is out of line for your industry
  Your cost of sales is out of line for your industry
  Your projected revenue and sales curve is unrealistic
  You haven’t consulted professionals (attorney, accountant) to review statements, terms sheets 

  or loan agreements
  You are not tracking if the venture cash flows properly, and do not have adequate capital reserves to 

  cover inadequate cash flow or unforeseen expenses
  You are using on-line lenders with excessively high rates to manage cash shortages
  You do not have a contingency plan if the business is not growing as planned
  You constantly raising funds because you are running out of cash

ALSO...
Find a financial mentor.  Get good legal and accounting advice.  Ask for advice, and test every assumption 
as you raise or borrow outside capital to start and grow.  You need money to commercialize your idea and 
reach profitability, but only raise or borrow as much as you need, and strive to self-finance through sales.  
Get fundraising out of the way, and get on with the business of building your business.  Being prepared, and 
understanding your financial roadmap, can help make the journey easier.  



TOOLKIT PART SIX: 

LET’S START 
PITCHING 
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CRAFTING A BASIC BUSINESS PLAN 

PITCH PRESENTATION

EFFECTIVE VS. WEAK 
PRESENTATIONS:

Check-Square  Uses clear, simple, and easy to understand language
Check-Square  Visuals are clear, readable, and support points without being distracting
Check-Square  Presentation sounds smooth and polished; easy to listen to
Check-Square  Presenter's gestures and references to visuals enhances the message
Check-Square  Presenter stays within the allotted time frame
Check-Square  Speaker enthusiastic about the concept and committed to the company
Check-Square  Speaker is speaking to you (and not at you)

In order to present a strong and effective pitch presentation, we have compiled 
a list of useful suggestions. Remember why you are making the presentation in 
the first place: because you are passionate about your idea and have done your 

homework. Stop by the Blackstone LaunchPad in Bird Library 
if you have any questions or need coaching advice.


  Presenter rambles, uses too much jargon, and too many acronyms
  Visuals are unclear, difficult to read, complicated, or distracting
  Speaker is unprepared or has not done sufficient research
  Presenter's gestures or references to visuals distract from the message
  Presentation exceeds the allotted time
  Presentation is awkward and uncomfortable to listen to
  Presenter does not connect with the audience

* Adapted from Wharton
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PRESENTATION 
GENERAL TIPS

REHEARSE, REHEARSE, REHEARSE!
  Videotape yourself
  Practice in front of anyone that will listen: friends, your management team, and most importantly, 

  your advisory team. Also practice in front of people who don't know you.
  Rehearse likely questions
  Have statistics and numbers ready
  Be open to advice and criticism 

MAKE IT UNDERSTANDABLE
  Beware of too much detail or abstraction
  Beware of jargon
  Use analogies and metaphors

USE CHARTS INTELLIGENTLY
  One idea per graph
  Put a message in each title
  Minimize chart junk
  Clean and sharp so the idea comes out

THE CEO/FOUNDER DOES THE PRESENTATION
  Do not delegate the "delivery" responsibility to other management/personnel
  Demonstrate control and leadership
  Let your passion show
  No exaggeration, ungrounded claims
  Don't say "conservative numbers"
  Present confidently

DON'T BE CHEESY OR TACKY – DO NOT INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING
  Animations
  Decorations or clip art
  Sound effects
  Canned or pre-made presentation layouts
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PRESENTATION 
GENERAL TIPS

REMEMBER THE AUDIENCE
  Stand out of the way of the screen
  Speak clearly and intelligibly
  Smile – be happy and enthusiastic
  Don't speak to the screen –face out towards the audience and maintain eye contact
  Connect with the people in the room
  Turn, talk, and walk, but be fluid

BODY LANGUAGE
  Take everything out of your pockets, including your phone
  Gestulate and don't cross your arms or put your hands in your pockets
  Avoid filler words: 'um,' 'meaning,' 'like.' If you don't have something to say, it's okay to say nothing
  Be engaging, have fun, and let your personality tell the story

TALK ABOUT THE BUSINESS
  Don't oversell the business
  Explain how you're going to make money
  Show and demonstrate that you can run a business

ANSWER TOP QUESTIONS, LIKE THESE:
  What is the opportunity?
  How big is it?
  How do you make money?
  Can you defend it in the market?
  Can you execute?
  What will you do with funds invested?

WHAT IS THE OPPORTUNITY?
  What kind of company are you?
  What do you sell?
  What problems do you solve?
  What customers do you attract/look for/solve problems for?
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A TYPICAL PITCH 

EVALUATION

PROBLEM  |   The problem or need is real, and has been identified in a clear and compelling way.

1 2 3 4 5

SCOPE  |  The problem has been "boiled down" to a scope that is addressable .

1 2 3 4 5

VIABILITY OF SOLUTION OR IDEA  |  The proposed idea is feasible, viable, and implementable by this team. 
The solution has validity and the potential to move ahead in a meaningful way.

1 2 3 4 5

MARKET OPPORTUNITY  |   There is clear market opportunity and a well defined target market.

1 2 3 4 5

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE  |   The product/service is something unique that has a protectable 
competitive advantage in the proposed market.

1 2 3 4 5

MODEL  |   The team has done research and spent time working on a roadmap for developing its 
product/service/technology, as well as a sound business model.

1 2 3 4 5

FINANCIAL STRATEGY  |   The team has thought about its cost structure and how to make money. 
Projections are sound and based on good research and solid assumptions.

1 2 3 4 5

THE EVALUATION SCALE
1  (Poor)                2  (Adequate)                3  (Good)                4  (Very Good)                5  (Excellent)
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MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY  |   The team has the skills and experience to develop the idea and address 
the risks associated with the venture.

 1   2   3   4   5 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP  |   The pitch demonstrates vision, passion, drive, and team commitment.
The team is coachable and can take feedback.
 
 1   2   3   4   5 

SUSTAINABILITY  |   This is more than just an idea. It's a venture that can be launched and sustained. 
There's a high probability that this will be successful.

 1   2   3   4   5 

PITCH  |   This is a confident pitch that demonstrates a true value proposition and a clearly defined path to 
market. Clear, convincing, engaging, persuasive, and authentic.

 1   2   3   4   5 

INVESTMENT POTENTIAL   |   The business is a real investment opportunity and will produce an impact.

 1   2   3   4   5 

     
         Total Score:                       of    60

COMMENTS:
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THE PERFECT 

PITCH DECK
Here is simple structure for a successful slide deck. Tailor it to your 
brand aesthetic in terms of color palette, typography and imagery. 
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TOOLKIT PART SEVEN: 

LET’S START 
RAISING FUNDS 
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INVESTMENT READY 

CHECKLIST

FINANCING
 Payback economics clear with well articulated ROI (return on investment)
 Accurate understanding of price and costs
 Funding strategy developed with clear sources and uses of funds, and three-year pro formas
 Time to revenue model in place that addresses realistic cash flow model
 Realistic growth curve in place
 Sources of funds identified (public and private, regional programs, etc.)
 Initial investor prospect list developed
 Investor packet prepared, along with vetted investor pitch and slide deck
 Exit plan identified 

The Blackstone LaunchPad at Syracuse University considers a venture to be ready to talk with funders or 
investors when it has developed these tools and achieved these milestones:

  The one-minute elevator pitch
 The one-page business statement
 The three to five-page executive summary/investor brief
 The 12 slide pitch presentation to include: problem, industry analysis/trends, addressable market, 

opportunity, business model, team (including advisory members), traction, go-to-market plan, 
competitive landscape, competitive advantage/value proposition, status/future roadmap, 
financials with breakeven and path to profitability, sources and uses of funds

 The 30-minute detailed presentation for investors prepared with professional advisors, 
including your accountant and attorney who will be structuring and reviewing all funding 
documents – typically a 25 to 30 slide deck with back up “pocket slides” to answer potential 
questions, or drill down in more detail

 The 15 to 20 page written business plan, backed up by detailed financial projections, 
including all assumptions that went into the financials. An investor may or may not require this.

KEY 
MILESTONES
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MANAGEMENT
 Core team identified and in place, with appropriate skill sets and expertise, including scale-up
 Advisory board established and BAIL (banker, accountant, insurance, legal) team in place
 Performing accountability process -- equity/profit sharing/participation
 Job description and deliverables

BUSINESS CONCEPT AND BUSINESS PLAN DEVELOPMENT
 Business concept validated through customer discovery
 Business plan drafted and reviewed by external advisors
 Business plan validated 

TECHNOLOGY/PRODDUCT  DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT
 Technology/platform/product identified/design complete
 Clear ownership of IP or license rights established
 Prototype developed
 Testing partner identified
 Proof of concept established
 Technology road map and product development plan outlined

SALES AND MARKETING DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND DEPLOYMENT
 Path to market and sales development
 Marketing plan developed
 Early adopters identified for beta testing, along with target markets for scale-up
 Sales and marketing plan deployed
 Customer channels (retail/wholesale assessment and development)

SCALE-UP PLAN DEVELOPMENT
 Production plan in place based on vetted realistic assumptions
 Distribution channels identified
 Issues identified on critical path that could change timing/scale of assumptions
 Supply chain partnerships and development relationships identified
 Sales/production/inventory plan outlined
 Manufacturing partnerships identified 
 Initial scale-up space plan and capital needs identified
  Supply chain process controls (end-to-end)

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
 Key partners identified for potential joint ventures, co-funding, licensing, or distribution
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LEARN AND SHOWCASE
FUNDING ETIQUETTE

Typically, the first step is a brief conversation that provides essential information investors want to know. 
Investors sift through many ideas looking for the right fit – often investing in only one out of hundreds of 
entrepreneurs. It may take 30 approaches to different investors to get to the first indication of interest. 

At that point, to make your way through the funding funnel, it is essential to have a well-articulated investor 
deck. This is different from a competition deck, because it needs to include information that is more 
detailed. Do not underestimate the importance of being well prepared for this pitch.  You will not likely 
get a second chance.  Before you pitch, learn as much as possible about the investor.  Arrange for a warm 
introduction if possible.  Expect to get no more than 30 minutes, with maybe another 15 if the investor is 
interested.  Investors are trained to make quick judgements, so the first 10 minutes are critical. You may not 
get through the entire deck, so be sure it provides enough information as a stand-alone, if the investor asks 
for it. If you are invited back for a second meeting, which can typically be one to two hours, be prepared to 
drill down deeper into details.  It can still take time to get to a decision, even after a second meeting.  Often 
an investor will want to follow a team and a product, and watch how it is developing. Give the relationship 
time to season, and touch in every month or two with milestone updates. 

Most importantly, say thank you at every step along the way.  Even if the answer is no.  
Be sincerely gracious.  Ask for feedback and do not be defensive. Take 
constructive advice and act on it. Each conversation is a learning 
experience. If an investor sees you are listening and iterating, 
that is an important signal.

If you are invited to make a formal 
pitch, the next page will walk you 
through the essentials of preparing 
a solid investor pitch deck.
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ESSENTIALS TO COVER IN YOUR
INVESTOR DECK

  Title slide with company name, logo, contact info
  Executive summary
  Problem statement
  Solution / value proposition /differentiator
  Market validation
  Market potential
  Why your particular solution has market power
  Customer discovery / user testimonials
  Competitive landscape
  Competitive advantage
  Business model:  how will you make money at this
  Traction / milestones to date
  IP status if applicable
  Product development roadmap with projected timeline
  Regulatory barriers or third-party testing / validation required
  Strategic partnerships
  Current funding raised 
  Funds needed, and key milestones they will achieve
  Three year projections:  fixed and variable costs
  Breakeven analysis
  Sources and uses of funds
  Team:  founders, board, advisors
  Exit strategy to produce value and return to investor
  Closing points 

Here is a handy checklist of topics an investor will expect you to have prepared 
for a serious conversation, or for a full presentation to an early stage fund.
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DUE DILIGENCE 

CHECKLIST
You’ve crafted the perfect pitchdeck, gone through the LaunchPad’s Investment 
Ready process, and reached out to investers or founders that may be interested 

in your venture. Now you've made a potential match and it's time for the due 
diligence stage. Smart startups know that investors have limited time and 

resources, so it’s essential to know what investors are looking for. 

INVESTMENT
  What will it take to get the venture from $1 
  to $3 million in revenue?
  How long will it take to get there?
  How much is needed to get there?
  What are you using it for?
  What is the expected burn rate?
  Why is the venture raising money?  
  What milestones will the venture achieve 
 with this funding?
  How far will this funding get the venture 
  toward execution?
  How much funding is needed next?

TEAM/LEADERSHIP
  Who is on the advisory or board of directors? 
  Do the founders get along with each other?
  Is the team focused on building a great 
 product?  With urgency?
  How resilient is the team?  Can they iterate or 
 pivot?  Recover quickly from failure?
  Is the founder a great leader?

EXPECT THESE 
QUESTIONS

  Are there clear lines for decision making? 
 How is conflict resolved?
  How coachable is the founding team?  

Can they take criticism?

PRODUCT/SERVICE
  Are there real customers the invester can talk to? 
 to them?
  How solid is the intellectual property?

BUSINESS ACUMEN
  Does the founder and team know the 
 numbers cold?
  Do the team have the required technical and 
  business competence?
  What does the venture want out of this 
  investor relationship?
  What are possible medium and longer term 
  exit opportunities?
  How much sweat equity and personal 

contributions came from the founders? 

  What if the answer is no?

* Credit to New York Angels and Blackstone LaunchPad
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BUILDING A COMPELLING 

INVESTOR PITCH
Whether you are seeking capital from your first angel, or raising your first early 
stage funds, investors and funders expect you understand the basics of equity 

capital. Here are things to keep in mind as you engage with investors 
and funders, especially if you are a first time entrepreneur:

GET READY
FOR THE CONVERSATION

 Demonstrate that you are solving a real problem, based on solid 
 customer discovery.
 Build a team with people who are smarter than you, and who have the 
 expertise and experience to create a solution.
 Assemble a professional services team (attorney, accountant, insurance, 

banker), and an internal finance manager to work together on your financial 
 needs and funding strategy.
 Ensure that your product development road map and financial road map 

are aligned.
 Flesh out key milestones and KPIs (key performance indicators) to demonstrate how you will 
 achieve traction.
 Understand your cost structure, projected cash flow and “burn rate” to truly understand how much 
 capital you need to raise to achieve these milestones and KPIs.
 Understand what equity investors are looking for:  realistic valuation, quick breakeven, scalability, rapid 

ROI and a promising exit plan (typically a liquidity event such as an acquisition, or more rarely, a public 
 offering) that creates profitability for the investor.
 Keep in mind that investors demand a premium on returns, because of risk and uncertainty about 

performance and other variables.
 Understand that it is all about big winners, and that while investors diversify their portfolios with good 
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investments where they can find them, their ultimate goal is to increase the number of bit hits and 
 minimize the number of complete write-offs.
 Understand what investors are looking for.  Some focus on one or two sectors, while others are multi-
 sector.  It is generally to your advantage to align with investors who know the space you are operating in, 

and have made investments in that sector.  They are “smarter money” and better strategic investors.
 Do not create a business model that is simply aimed at attracting investors.  Serious investors will see 

through that ploy.  You need to achieve significant traction in a market large enough to justify an 
investment.  You need to demonstrate "market power" and the ability to achieve accelerated growth in a 
big, accessible market with a differentiated product that offers a genuine value proposition.

 Think about external investment in terms of governance structure.  Taking outside 
investment means dividing control between founders, management and investors.  Understand 
investor expectations about board participation, governance, decision-making, and conflict resolution. 

THINK ABOUT
DEAL STRUCTURE

 Think hard about whether you really need to take on equity financing.  
The smartest money any startup can ever chase is sales.  Pursue business 
plan competitions and grants as first non-dilutive sources of capital.  Explore 
conventional debt (typically SBA backed loans) or alternative finance (such 
as through a CDFI) as more capital efficient ways to fund your venture.   
Think about revenue-based financing, which can also be a cost-effective 
way to fund a business while enabling founders to retain control and 
equity.  This can be an effective tool if you can demonstrate potential revenue, since revenue-based 
lenders are repaid from a percentage of revenue streams. 

 Consider a convertible note, which you can repay before it converts to equity.  Convertible debt is 
widely known to investors. It is easy and quick to negotiate the interest rate, discount and cap, and has 

 lower transaction costs than a placement involving issuance of stock or shares.  
 Learn about SAFE, an acronym for “Simple Agreement for Future Equity” – an agreement by which an 

investor buys the right to buy stock in an equity round when it occurs. It can have a valuation cap, or 
not, like a convertible note, but since an investor is buying something that is more like a warrant, there is 
no need to negotiate an interest rate or fix a term.

 Always engage an experienced transaction/securities attorney to guide you through terms and details.  
Do not do this alone.
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INFORMATION NEEDED IN YOUR 
INVESTMENT LOOKBOOK

CORPORATE
  Management and operating structure
  Board of directors with bios
  Management resumes
  Historical financing terms
  References

BUSINESS MODEL/PLAN
  Business plan

PROOF OF CONCEPT
  Customer validation
  Revenue streams
  Market data
  Competitive landscape
  Future growth plan
  Sales and marketing plan
  Strategic alliances
  Affiliations
  List of business partners
  Contracts
  Letter of interest / intent
  Sales contracts
  Customer reference checks
  Sales materials
  Sales presentation to customer
  Consumer insight data
  Focus groups

FINANCIAL

  Financial model
  Cap table
  Cash flow statement
  Balance sheet
  Operating expense detail
  3-5 year projections
  Income statement
  Burn rate by month
  Gross margin by product
  Future financing strategy

LEGAL
  IP
  Trademarks
  Regulatory requirements
  Testing requirements
  Licensing agreements
  Status of any litigation
  Corporate documents
  Contracts or other legal documents
  Operating agreements
  Corporate structure

DEAL TERMS
  Valuation
  Term sheet
  Use of funds and milestones
  Exit target 
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IF YOU NEED A FULL 
BUSINESS PLAN 
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